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1. Aim of the Thesis 
The aim of the thesis was a thermal assessment of residential house if type ZT in original state 
and in three variants of a renewal of the building.  
The partial aims of the thesis were: 
- calculation of thermal resistance R (m2.K/W) and thermal transmittance U (W/(m2.K)) of 
envelope constructions of the building in original state and the assessment according to STN 73 
0540-2:2012, 
- design of envelope constructions of the building (design of additional thermal insulation) in 
three variants to meet the requirements of the standard STN 73 0540-2:2012,  
- calculation of thermal transmittance U (W/(m2.K)) of windows and the assessment according to 
STN 73 0540-2:2012, 
- design of new windows in three variants to meet the requirements of the standard STN 73 
0540-2:2012, 
- calculation of heat use for heating of the building in original state and in three variants of 
renewal of the building and assessment from the point of view of heat use for heating (energy 
criterion) and energy performance of building according to the standard STN 73 0540-2:2012. 
- calculation of saving heat use for heating of the building after renewal against the original state 
(in percentage) 
 
The residential house was solved in original state and three variants of renewal. In first variant 
the constructions and building had to meet the requirements of the standard STN 73 0540-
2:2012 on normalized values (which are effective nowadays), in second variant the 
constructions and building had to meet the requirements of the standard STN 73 0540-2:2012 
on recommended values (which will be effective from 1.1.2016) and the constructions and 
building had to meet the requirements of the standard STN 73 0540-2:2012 on target 
recommended values (which will be effective from 1.1.2021). 
 
2. Building description 
The evaluated residential building is an thirteen-storey building of ZT type, which is 
equivalent to 39,58 meters high from the terrain. The surface of the floor is 328,37 m2. The 
building has one unheated floor (ground floor) with cellars (storage spaces) and thirteen heated 
residential floors with four flats on each floor.  
On the west facade of the ground floor, which is unheated space, there are one 
entrance door of 2000 x 2100 mm and 6 windows of 2,1m x 0,6m. The rest of floors are 
residencial (heated spaces) and they are composed with two balconies, each one with one 
window 900x1600 mm and glass door 750 x 2400 mm, also one window 1200 x 1600 mm and 
one glass door of 900 x 2400 mm,  two windows of 2100x1600 mm each floor and also two 
small Windows of 600 mm x 600 mm. 
In the east facade of the building, the unheated ground floor has six windows. The rest 
of the floors has as the same that the west facade, two balconies, each one with one window 
900x1600 mm and glass door 750 x 2400 mm, also one window 1200 x 1600 mm and one 
glass door of 900 x 2400 mm,  two windows of 2100x1600 mm each floor and also two small 
Windows of 600 mm x 600 mm respectively 
In the north and south building facade, bouth has two small windows in the unheated ground 




3. Envelope constructions 
Section closings: envelope constructions walls and roof and constructions which bound 
heated space. 
Wall (facade): thickness of the layers of the facade enumerated from inside to outside 
1. Plaster (lime plaster)  10 mm 
2. Ceramsite concrete panel  240 mm 
3. Plaster  20 mm 
 
Wall (gable wall): thickness of the layers of the facade enumerated from inside to outside 
1. Plaster (lime plaster)  10 mm 
2. Reinforced concrete panel  150 mm 
3. Air layer (closed)  20 mm  
4. Ceramsite concrete panel  240 mm 
5. Plaster  20 mm 
 
Flat roof: thicknees of the layers of the flat wrought from inside to ouside 
1. Plaster (lime plaster)  10 mm 
2. Reinforced concrete ceiling panel  110 mm 
3. Air layer (closed)  5 mm 
  4. Aerated concrete panel  240 mm 
5. Asphalt roofing  15 mm 
 
Floor above unheated space 
1. PVC flooring  5 mm 
2. Cement coating  34 mm 
3. Tar paper  1 mm 
4. Polystyrene foam  20 mm 
  5. Reinforced concrete ceiling panel  110 mm 
6. Plaster (lime plaster)  10 mm 
 
Ceiling under unheated space 
1. Plaster (lime plaster)  10 mm 
2. Reinforced concrete ceiling panel  110 mm 




3.1 External and internal air conditions  
The external air conditions for all the surface are: 
 Ѳe= -11°C  
 ϕe = 84%   
Rse = 0,04 m2 K/W 
Except for the ones under the floor above the basement. This zone is not heated, therefore the  
conditions will be:   
 Ѳi= 5°C  
 ϕi = 65%   
Rsi = 0,17 m2 K/W 
The internal temperature and the relative air humidity are: 
Ѳi= -11°C  
ϕi = 84% 
And depend of: 
Rsi = 0,13 m2 K/W  facades (walls)   
Rsi = 0,10 m2 K/W  flat roof   
Rsi = 0,17 m2 K/W  the floor above the basement 
Rsi = 0,10 m2 K/W ceiling below unheated space 
4. Standard Requirements (according to STN 73 0540-2:2012) 
4.1 Thermal Resistance R (m2.K/W) 
The value of thermal resistance of envelope constructions R (m2.K/W) must be higher or equal 
to the value given in the standard. 
Normalized values 
- wall:      RN = 3,0 m2K/W                      
- flat roof:     RN = 4,9 m2K/W                      
- floor above unheated space  
  (temperature difference 15 K):  RN = 0,7 m2K/W                      
- ceiling under unheated space 
  (temperature difference 15 K):  RN = 0,7 m2K/W                      
Recommended values: 
- wall:      Rr1 = 4,4 m2K/W                      
- flat roof:     Rr1 = 9,9 m2K/W                      
- floor above unheated space  
  (temperature difference 15 K):  Rr1 = 2,5 m2K/W                      
- ceiling under unheated space 
  (temperature difference 15 K):  Rr1 = 1,1 m2K/W                      
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Target recommended values: 
- wall:      Rr2 = 6,5 m2K/W                      
- flat roof:     Rr2 = 9,9 m2K/W                      
- floor above unheated space  
  (temperature difference 15 K):  Rr2 = 2,6 m2K/W                      
- ceiling under unheated space 
  (temperature difference 15 K):  Rr2 = 1,8 m2K/W                      
 
4.2 Thermal Transmittance U (W/(m2.K)) 
The value of thermal transmittance of envelope constructions U (W/(m2K)) must be lower or 
equal to the value given in the standard. 
Normalized values 
- wall:      UN= 0,32 W/(m2K) 
 
- flat roof:     UN= 0,20 W/(m2K) 
- floor above unheated space  
  (temperature difference 15 K):  UN= 0,95 W/(m2K) 
- ceiling under unheated space 
  (temperature difference 15 K):  UN= 1,10 W/(m2K) 
Recommended values: 
- wall:      Ur1= 0,22 W/(m2K) 
- flat roof:     Ur1= 0,10 W/(m2K) 
- floor above unheated space  
  (temperature difference 15 K):  Ur1= 0,60 W/(m2K) 
- ceiling under unheated space 
  (temperature difference 15 K):  Ur1= 0,75 W/(m2K) 
Target recommended values: 
- wall:      Ur2= 0,15 W/(m2K) 
- flat roof:     Ur2= 0,10 W/(m2K) 
- floor above unheated space  
  (temperature difference 15 K):  Ur2= 0,35 W/(m2K) 
- ceiling under unheated space 
  (temperature difference 15 K):  Ur2= 0,50 W/(m2K) 
 
4.2.1 Thermal transmittane for windows 
The value of thermal transmittance of  windows U (W/(m2K)) must be lower or equal to the value 




Windows:     UN= (1,4 W/(m2.K)) 
Recommended value  
Windows:        Ur1= (1,0 W/(m2.K)) 
Target recommended value  
Windows:        Ur2= (0,8 W/(m2.K)) 
 
4.3 Heat Use for Heating QH,nd,N (kWh/(m2.a)) 
The heat use for heating of a building QH,nd,N (kWh/(m2.a)) must be lower or equal to the value 
given in the standard. 
Normalized value (for shape factor 0,353):  
QH,nd,N =                      53,76 kWh/(m2.a) 
Recommended value (for shape factor 0,353): 
QH,nd,r1 =                      26,68 kWh/(m2.a) 
Recommended value (for shape factor 0,353): 
QH,nd,r2 =                     13,44 kWh/(m2.a) 
 
4.4 Heat Use for Heating for Achieving the Energy Performance of Building  
      QEP (kWh/(m2.a)) 
Normalized value  
QN,EP =                      50 kWh/(m2.a) 
Recommended value  
Qr1,EP =                      25 kWh/(m2.a) 
Recommended value  
Qr2,EP =                     12,5 kWh/(m2.a) 
 
4.5 Average Value of Thermal Transmittance Ue,m (W/(m2.K)) 
Normalized value  
Ue,mN =                      0,55 kWh/(m2.a) 
 
Recommended value  
Ue,m,r1 =                      0,36 kWh/(m2.a) 
 
Recommended value  
Ue,m,r2 =                     0,24 kWh/(m2.a) 
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6. Main detailed areas  (areas of envelope constructions) 
We only take into acount the heated (residential) floors for the thermal properties calculations 
according to the STN 730540 and STN EN 13790 on the residential floors as the unheated 
ground floor is dedicated to storages spaces by then calculations are different way. The total 
height of the building taking into account only the heated floors is 36,78 m. 
Area of windows (according to cardinal points): 
Area Windows and doors of the west facade 
Window 2100 x 1600 mm: 26 x (2,1m x 1,6m)= 87,36 m2 
Window 600 x 600 mm: 26 x (0,6m x 0,6m)= 9,36 m2 
Balconies:26 x (0,9m x 1,6m + 0,75m x 2,4m + 1,2m x1,6m + 0,9m x 2,4m)= 190,32m2 
 
Total= 287,04 m2 
Area Windows and doors of the east facade 
Window 2100 x 1600 mm: 26 x (2,1m x 1,6m)= 87,36 m2 
Window 600 x 600 mm: 26 x (0,6m x 0,6m)= 9,36 m2 
Balconies:26 x (0,9m x 1,6m + 0,75m x 2,4m + 1,2m x1,6m + 0,9m x 2,4m)= 190,32m2 
 
Total= 287,04 m2 
Area Windows of the north facade  
Window 2100 x 1600 mm: 26  x (2,1m x 1,6m)= 87,36 m2 
 
Total= 87,36 m2  
Area Windows of the south facade  
Window 2100 x 1600 mm: 26  x (2,1m x 1,6m)= 87,36 m2 
 
Total= 87,36 m2  
 
Area of wall (facade): west facade: 36,78m x 23,19m= 852,93m2 + east facade: 36,78m  
x 23,19m= 852,93m2 + north facade: 7,35m x 36,78m= 270m2 + south facade: 7,35m x  
36,78m= 270,33m2 = 2246,53m2 – 748,8m2 (Area Windows)= 1497,73m2 
Area of wall (gable wall): north facade: 6,81m x 36,78m= 250,47m2 + south facade:  
6,81m x 36,78m= 250,47m2 = 500,94m2 
Area of flat roof: 308,25m2 
Area of floor above unheated space:328,37m2 
Area of ceiling under unheated space: 20,12m2 
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Specific building area: Ab=Area 13 floors= 328,37 x 13= 4268,81 m2 
Useful volume of the building: Vb= 328,37m2 x 36,78 m= 12077,45 m3 
Area Windows and doors: 287,04m2 + 287,04m2 + 87,36m2 + 87,36m2=748,8m2 
Lenght of gaps: 
window 2100 x 1600: (2,1 x 2 + 1,6 x 4) x 104= 1102,4 m 
balcon door 750 x 2400: (0,75 x 2 + 2,4 x 2) x 52= 327,6 m  
balcon window 900 x 1600: (0,9 x 2 + 1,6 x 2) x 52= 260 m 
balcon door 900 x 2400: (0,9 x 2 + 2,4 x 2) x 52= 343,2 m 
balcon window 1200 x 1600: (1,2 x 2 + 1,6 x 2) x 52= 291,2 m 
window 600 x 600: (0,6 x 4) x 52= 124,8 m 


























7. Original State 
7.1 Assessment of Required Thermal Properties of Envelope Constructions 







































1 Plaster  (lime plaster) 0,01 1600 0,88 840 6 0,011 
2 Ceramsite concrete panel   0,24 1100 0,48 880 11 0,5 
3 Plaster 0,02 2000 1,16 840 19 0,017 
Thermal resistance R = ∑di/λi=R1 + R2 + R3 = 0,011 + 0,5 + 0,017 R = 0,528 m2.K/W  
Heat transfer resistance Ro = Rsi + R + Rse= 0,13 + 0,528 + 0,04 Ro = 0,69 m2.K/W 
Thermal transmittance U = 1/Ro = 1/0,69= 1,43 W/(m2K) U = 1,43 W/(m2.K) 
 
 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT standard STN 73 0540/2012 
R ≥ RN R= 0,528 m2K/W < RN= 3,0 m2K/W X 
U ≤ UN U= 1,43 W/(m


















































































































Thermal resistance  R=∑di/ƛi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5= 0,011 + 0,095 + 0,175 + 0,5 + 0,017 R = 0,798 m
2.K/W  
Heat transfer 





U=1/Ro= 1/0,968= 1,03 W/(m2K) U = 1,03 W/(m
2.K) 
   
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT standard STN 73 0540/2012 
R ≥ RN R= 0,798 m2K/W < RN= 3,0 m2K/W X 

















































































0,21 1470 16225 0,071 
Thermal resistance R=∑di/ƛi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5= 0,011 + 0,070 + 0,11 + 1,09 + 0,071 R = 1,352 m
2.K/W  
Heat transfer 




U=1/Ro= 1/1,49= 0,67 W/(m2K) U = 0,67 W/(m
2.K) 
 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT standard STN 73 0540/2012 
R ≥ RN R= 1,352 m2K/W < RN= 4,9 m2K/W X 
U ≤ UN U= 0,67 W/(m2K) > UN= 0,2 W/(m2K) X 
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Thermal resistance R=∑di/ƛi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5= 0,025 + 0,033 + 0,0047 + 0,4 + 0,082 + 0,014 R = 0,558 m
2.K/W 
Heat transfer 





U=1/Ro= 1/0,93= 1,08 W/(m2K) U = 1,08 W/(m
2.K) 
 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT standard STN 73 0540/2012 
R ≥ RN R= 0,558 m2K/W < RN= 0,7 m2K/W X 
U ≤ UN U= 1,08 W/(m2K) > UN= 0,95 W/(m2K) X 
20 
 


























































































Thermal resistance R=∑di/ƛi=R1 + R2 + R3= 0,014 + 0,082 + 0,029 R = 0,125 m2.K/W  
Heat transfer 
resistance Ro=Rsi + R + Rse= 0,10 + 0,125 + 0,10 Ro = 0,325 m
2.K/W 
Thermal transmittance U=1/Ro= 1/0,325= 3,07 W/(m
2K) 




CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT standard STN 73 0540/2012 
R ≥ RN R= 0,125 m2K/W < RN= 0,7 m2K/W X 





7.2 Original state values of thermal transmittance of windows 
The thermal transmittance of the exsiting Windows and door balconies in all the building is 
Uw=2,7 W/(m2.K) 
7.3 Assessment of Energy Criterion of the building 
Building volume (m³):  Vb= 328,37 x 36,78= 12077,45 m3 
Specific building area (m2): Ab= 328,37 x 13= 4268,81 m2 
Average constructional height of heated floors (m):  
hk,pr = Vb/Ab= 12077,45 / 4268,81 = 2,829 m 








Ui . Ai . bx 
(W/K) 
Wall facade 1497,73 1,43 2141,75 1 2141,75 
Glabe Wall 500,94 1,03 515,97 1 515,97 
Roof 308,25 0,67 206,53 1 459,29 
Floor above unheated space 328,37 1,08 354,63 0,5 177,31 
Ceiling under unheated space 20,12 3,07 61,77 0,43 26,56 




    Ui . Ai . bx = 
5342,64 
Influence of thermal bridges ∆HTM (W/K): 
∆HTM = ∆U · ΣAj = 0,1 x 3404,21= 340,42 W/K 
∆U  =  0,1 W/(m²K)  - for single-layer masonry constructions, panel constructions, etc. 
 
Specific transmission heat loss HT (W/K): 
HT = Σ (Uj . Aj . bx,i) + ∆HTM = 5342,64 + 340,42= 5683,06 W/K 
 
Average thermal transmittance Ue,m (W/(m²K)): 
Ue,m = HT / Σ Aj = 5342,64 / 3404,21= 1,569 W/(m²K)  
 
Specific ventilation heat loss coefficient Hv (W/K):      
HV = 0,264 · n · Vb = 0,264 x 0,715 x 12077,45= 2279,74 W/K 
Air change rate (1/h):  n = 25200 · Σ(iLV ·10-4 · l) / Vb =  
=25200 x (1,4x10-4 x 2449,2) / 12077,45= 0,715 1/h 
ILV = 1,4×10-4 m2/(s.Pa0,67) - for wooden windows in original state,   
l is length of gaps. 
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Specific heat loss H (W/K): 
H = HT + HV = 5683,06 +  2279,74 =  7962,8 W/K             
Solar gains  Qs (kWh): 
 
Solar gains  Qs (kWh)      Isj  gj Anj  QSj =  Isj · 0,50 · 0,9 gj 
· Anj 
South 320 0,7 87,36 8805,88 
East 200 0,7 111,36 7015,68 
West 200 0,7 111,36 7015,68 
North 100 0,7 438,72 13819,68 
 
Qs = Qsj =  8805,88 + 7015,68 + 7015,68 + 13819,68= 36656,92 kW/h 
          
Internal gains Qi (kWh):   
Qi = 5 · qi · Ab =  5 x 5 x  4268,81= 106720,25 kW/h           
qi = 5  W/m2  - for residential house 
 
Total internal gains Qi + Qs (kWh): 
Qi + Qs = 36656,92 + 106720,25= 143377,17 kW/h 
 
Heat use for heating (kWh/a): 
QH = 82,1 · (HT+HV) – 0,95 · (QS+QI) = (82,1 x 7962,8) – (0,95 x 143377,17)= 517537,57 kW/h   
 
Specific heat use for heating (kWh/(m2.a)): 
QH,nd1 = QH/Ab =517537,57 / 4268,81= 121,23 kWh/(m2.a) 
Specific heat use for heating (kWh/(m3.a)): 
QH,nd2 = QH/Vb = 517537,57 / 12077,45= 42,85 kWh/(m3.a) 
Shape factor of building AI /Vb: 
Ai /Vb = 4268,81 / 12077,45= 0,353 1/m 
 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  normalized value 





8. Variant 1 - Designed to Normalized Values 

























































































































Thermal resistance R = ∑di/λi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 = 0,011 + 0,5 + 0,017 + 2,67 + 0,0043 R = 3,202 m
2.K/W  
Heat transfer 
resistance Ro = Rsi + R + Rse= 0,13 + 3,202 + 0,04 Ro = 3,37 m
2.K/W 
Thermal transmittance U = 1/Ro = 1/3,372= 0,29 W/(m2K) U = 0,29 W/(m2.K) 
 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT standard STN 73 0540/2012 
R ≥ RN R= 3,202 m2K/W > RN= 3,0 m2K/W √ 
U ≤ UN U= 0,29 W/(m2K) < UN= 0,32 W/(m2K) √ 
24 
 
























































































































































Thermal resistance R=∑di/ƛi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + R6 + R7 = 0,011 + 0,095 + 0,175 + 0,5 + 0,017 + 2,22 + 0,0043 R = 3,023 m
2.K/W  
Heat transfer 
resistance Ro = Rsi + R + Rse= 0,13 + 3,023 + 0,04 Ro = 3,19 m
2.K/W 
Thermal transmittance U = 1/Ro = 1/3,19= 0,31 W/(m2K) U = 0,31 W/(m2.K) 
 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT standard STN 73 0540/2012 
R ≥ RN R= 3,023 m2K/W > RN= 3,0 m2K/W √ 
U ≤ UN U= 0,31 W/(m2K) < UN= 0,32 W/(m2K) √ 
25 
 
























































































































































Thermal resistance R=∑di/ƛi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + R6 + R7 = 0,011 + 0,070 + 0,11 + 1,09 + 0,071 + 4 + 0,0043 R = 5,355 m
2.K/W  
Heat transfer resistance Ro = Rsi + R + Rse= 0,10 + 5,355 + 0,04 Ro = 5,49 m2.K/W 
Thermal transmittance U = 1/Ro = 1/5,49= 0,18 W/(m2K) U = 0,18 W/(m2.K) 
 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT standard STN 73 0540/2012 
R ≥ RN R= 5,355 m2K/W = RN= 4,9 m2K/W √ 















































































































































R=∑di/ƛi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 R6 + R7 + R8= 
0,025 + 0,033 + 0,0047 + 0,4 + 0,082 + 0,014 + 
0,22 + 0,0043 
R =0,783 m2.K/W 
Heat transfer 










standard STN 73 
0540/2012 
R ≥ RN R= 0,783 m2K/W > RN= 0,7 m2K/W √ 
U ≤ UN U= 0,89 W/(m2K) < UN= 0,95 W/(m2K) √ 
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8.1.1 Calculations of the thickness of themal insulation layers 
1st variant 
Wall= R + RTI ≥ RN → R + dTI / λTI ≥ RN → dTI ≥ (RN – R) x λTI  → dTI ≥ (3,0 – 0,528) x 0.045=  
= dTI ≥ 0,111 = 0,12m 
Wall (gable Wall)= R + RTI ≥ RN → R + dTI / λTI ≥ RN → dTI ≥ (RN – R) x λTI  → dTI ≥ (3,0 – 0,798) 
x 0.045 = dTI ≥ 0,099 = 0,10m 
Flat roof= R + RTI ≥ RN → R + dTI / λTI ≥ RN → dTI ≥ (RN – R) x λTI  → dTI ≥ (4,9 – 1,352) x 0.035=  
= dTI ≥ 0,124 = 0,14m 
Floor above unheated space= R + RTI ≥ RN → R + dTI / λTI ≥ RN → dTI ≥ (RN – R) x λTI  → 
 dTI ≥ (0,7 –0,558) x 0.045= dTI ≥ 0,006 = 0,01m 
Ceiling under unheated space= R + RTI ≥ RN → R + dTI / λTI ≥ RN → dTI ≥ (RN – R) x λTI  → 

























8.2 1st variant for Windows: Normalized value of thermal transmittance (1,4 W/(m2.K)) 













Aw= 2,1m x 1,6m= 3,36 m2       Uf= 1,3 W/(m2.K) 
Ag= 1,29m x 1,34m + 0,39m x 1,34m= 2,25 m2     Ug=1,1 W/(m2.K) 
Af= Aw - Ag= 3,36m2 - 2,25m2= 1,11 m2      Ψ=0,06 W/(m.K) 
lg=(1,34 x 4) + (1,29 x 2) + (0,39 x 2)= 8,72 m         
 
Uw=(Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ x lg)/Aw ; Uw=(1,3 x 1,11 + 1,1 x 2,25 + 0,06 x 8,72)/3,36=1,32 W/(m2.K) 
 
Balcon door 750 x 2400mm (PVC 5 chambers double windows of low emissivity)  
 
Aw= 0,75m x 2,4m= 1,8 m2 
Ag= 0,49m x 2,14m= 1,05 m2 
Af= Aw - Ag= 1,8m2 – 1,05m2=0,75 m2   
lg= (0,49 x 2) + (2,14 x 2)= 5,26 m 
Uf= 1,3 W/(m2.K) 
Ug= 1,1 W/(m2.K) 
 Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
 
Uw= (Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ x lg) / Aw → 
→ Uw=(1,3 x 0,75 + 1,1 x 1,05 + 0,06 x 5,26)/1,8= 1,36 W/(m2.K) 
29 
 














Aw= 0,9m x 1,6m= 1,44 m2       Uf= 1,3 W/(m2.K) 
Ag= 0,64m x 1,34m= 0,86 m2       Ug=1,1 W/(m2.K) 
Af= Aw - Ag=1,44m2 – 0,86m2=0,58 m2      Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
lg= (0,64 x 2) + (1,34 x 2)= 3,96  m         
 
Uw=(Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ x lg)/Aw ; Uw=(1,3 x 0,58 + 1,1 x 0,86 + 0,06 x 3,96)/1,44=1,34 W/(m2.K) 
 
 
Balcon door 900 x 2400mm (PVC 5 chambers double windows of low emissivity) 
 
Aw= 0,9m x 2,4m= 2,16m2 
Ag= 0,64m x 2,14m= 1,36m2 
Af= Aw - Ag= 2,16m2 – 1,36m2= 0,8m2   
lg= (0,64 x 2) + (2,14 x 2)= 5,56m 
Uf= 1,3 W/(m2.K) 
Ug= 1,1 W/(m2.K) 
Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
Uw= (Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ x lg) / Aw → 


















Aw= 1,2m x 1,6m= 1,92 m2       Uf= 1,3 W/(m2.K) 
Ag= 0,94m x 1,34m= 1,25 m2       Ug= 1,1 W/(m2.K) 
Af= Aw - Ag= 1,92m2 – 1,25m2= 0,67m2      Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
lg= (0,94 x 2) + (1,34 x 2)= 4,56 m         
 
Uw=(Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ xlg)/Aw; Uw= (1,3 x 0,67 + 1,1 x 1,25 + 0,06 x 4,56)/1,92=1,31 W/(m2.K) 
 








Aw= 0,6m x 0,6m= 0,36 m2       Uf= 1,3 W/(m2.K) 
Ag= 0,34m x 0,34m= 0,115 m2       Ug= 1,1 W/(m2.K) 
Af= Aw-Ag=0,36m2 – 0,115m2=0,245m2      Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
Lg=(0,34 x 4)= 1,36m         
Uw=(Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ xlg)/Aw; Uw=(1,3 x 0,245 + 1,1x 0,115+ 0,06 x1,36)/0,36=1,46 W/(m2.K) 
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8.3 Assessment of Energy Criterion of the building 
1st variant 








Ui . Ai . bx 
(W/K) 
Wall facade 1497,73 0,29 434,34 1 434,34 
Glabe Wall 500,94 0,31 155,29 1 155,29 
Roof 308,25 0,18 55,48 1 55,48 
Floor above unheated space 328,37 0,89 292,25 0,5 146,12 
Ceiling under unheated space 20,12 3,07 61,77 0,43 26,56 




    Ui . Ai . bx = 
=1454,59 
Influence of thermal bridges ∆HTM (W/K): 
∆HTM = ∆U · ΣAj = 0,05 x 3404,21= 170,21 W/K 
∆U  =  0,05 W/(m²K)  - in case of continuous thermal insulation layer on the external surface 
of construction 
Specific transmission heat loss HT (W/K): 
HT = Σ (Uj . Aj . bx,i) + ∆HTM = 1454,59 + 170,21= 1624,8 W/K 
 
Average thermal transmittance Ue,m (W/(m²K)): 
Ue,m = HT / Σ Aj = 1624,8 / 3404,21= 0,477 W/(m²K)  
Specific ventilation heat loss coefficient HV (W/K):      
HV = 0,264 · n · Vb = 0,264 x 0,5 x 12077,45= 1594,22 W/K 
 
Air change rate (1/h):  n = 25200 · Σ(ilv ·10-4 · l) / V =  
=25200 x (0,2x10-4 x 2449,2 ) / 12077,45= 0,102 1/h 
ILV = 0,2×10-4 m2/(s.Pa0,67) - for PVC windows in variants. 
l is length of gaps. 
 n=0,5 1/h is the minimal required value 
air change must be provided also by opening Windows 
 
Specific heat loss H (W/K): 




Solar gains  Qs (kWh): 
 
Solar gains  Qs (kWh)      Isj gj Anj QSj =  Isj · 0,50 · 0,9 gj · Anj 
South 320 0,67 87,36 8428,49 
East 200 0,67 111,36 6715 
West 200 0,67 111,36 6715 
North 100 0,67 438,72 13227,41 
 
Qs = Qsj =  8428,49 + 6715 + 6715 + 13227,41= 35085,9 kW/h 
          
Internal gains Qi (kWh):   
Qi = 5 · qi · Ab =  5 x 5 x  4268,81= 106720,25 kW/h           
qi = 5  W/m2  - for residential house 
 
Total internal gains Qi + Qs (kWh): 
Qi + Qs = 35085,9 + 106720,25= 141806,15 kW/h 
 
Heat use for heating (kWh/a): 
QH = 82,1 · (HT+HV) – 0,95 · (QS+QI) = (82,1 x 3219,02) – (0,95 x 141806,15)= 129565,69kW/h   
 
Specific heat use for heating (kWh/(m2.a)): 
QH,nd1 = QH/Ab =129565,69 / 4268,81= 30,35 kWh/(m2.a) 
Specific heat use for heating (kWh/(m3.a)): 
QH,nd2 = QH/Vb = 129565,69 / 12077,45= 10,73 kWh/(m3.a) 
Shape factor of building Ai /Vb: 
Ai /Vb = 4268,81 / 12077,45= 0,353 1/m 
 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  normalized value 







9. Variant 2 - Designed to Recommended Values 






















































































































Thermal resistance R = ∑di/λi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 = 0,011 + 0,5 + 0,017 + 4 + 0,0043 R = 4,532 m
2.K/W  
Heat transfer 
resistance Ro = Rsi + R + Rse= 0,13 + 4,532 + 0,04 Ro = 4,702 m
2.K/W 
Thermal 
transmittance U = 1/Ro = 1/4,702= 0,21 W/(m




recommended STN 73 
0540/2012 
R ≥ Rr1 R= 4,532 m2K/W > Rr1= 4,4 m2K/W √ 
U ≤ Ur1 U= 0,21 W/(m























































































































































Thermal resistance R=∑di/ƛi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + R6 + R7 = 0,011 + 0,095 + 0,175 + 0,5 + 0,017 + 4 + 0,0043 R = 4,802 m
2.K/W  
Heat transfer 
resistance Ro = Rsi + R + Rse= 0,13 + 4,802 + 0,04 Ro = 4,972 m
2.K/W 




recommended STN 73 
0540/2012 
R ≥ Rr1 R= 4,8 m2K/W > Rr1= 4,4 m2K/W √ 
U ≤ Ur1 U= 0,20 W/(m






























































































































































Thermal resistance R=∑di/ƛi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + R6 + R7 = 0,011 + 0,070 + 0,11 + 1,09 + 0,071 + 8,571 + 0,0043 R = 9,926 m
2.K/W  
Heat transfer resistance Ro = Rsi + R + Rse= 0,10 + 9,926 + 0,04 Ro = 10,06 m2.K/W 




recommended STN 73 
0540/2012 
R ≥ Rr1 R= 9,926 m2K/W > Rr1= 9,9 m2K/W √ 
U ≤ Ur1 U= 0,099 W/(m
















































































































































R=∑di/ƛi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 R6 + R7 + R8= 
0,025 + 0,033 + 0,0047 + 0,4 + 0,082 + 0,014 + 
2,22 + 0,0043 
R =2,785 m2.K/W 
Heat transfer 










recommended STN 73 
0540/2012 
R ≥ Rr1 R= 2,785 m2K/W > Rr1= 2,5 m2K/W √ 
U ≤ Ur1 U= 0,32 W/(m2K) < Ur1= 0,60 W/(m2K) √ 
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9.1.1 Calculations of the thickness of themal insulation layers 
2nd variant 
Wall= R + RTI ≥ RN → R + dTI / λTI ≥ RN → dTI ≥ (RN – R) x λTI  → dTI ≥ (4,4 – 0,532) x 0.045=  
= dTI ≥ 0,1740 = 0,18m 
Wall (gable Wall)= R + RTI ≥ RN → R + dTI / λTI ≥ RN → dTI ≥ (RN – R) x λTI  → dTI ≥ (4,4 – 0,798) 
x 0.045 = dTI ≥ 0,162 = 0,18m 
Flat roof= R + RTI ≥ RN → R + dTI / λTI ≥ RN → dTI ≥ (RN – R) x λTI  → dTI ≥ (9,9 – 1,352) x 0.035=  
= dTI ≥ 0,299 = 0,3m 
Floor above unheated= R + RTI ≥ RN → R + dTI / λTI ≥ RN → dTI ≥ (RN – R) x λTI  → 



























9.2 2nd variant for Windows: Recommended value of thermal transmittance (1,0 W/(m2.K)) 












Aw= 2,1m x 1,6m= 3,36 m2       Uf= 1,1 W/(m2.K) 
Ag= 1,29mx 1,34m + 0,39m x 1,34m= 2,25 m2     Ug=0,6 W/(m2.K) 
Af= Aw - Ag= 3,36m2 - 2,24m2= 1,11 m2      Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
lg=(1,34 x 4) + (1,29 x 2) + (0,39 x 2)= 8,72 m         
 
Uw=(Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ x lg) /Aw ; Uw=(1,1 x 1,11 + 0.6 x 2,25 + 0,06 x 8,72)/3,36=0,92W/(m2.K) 
 
Balcon door 750 x 2400mm (PVC 6 chambers tripple windows of low emissivity)  
 
Aw= 0,75m x 2,4m= 1,8 m2 
Ag= 0,49m x 2,14m= 1,05 m2 
Af= Aw - Ag= 1,8m2 – 1,05m2=0,75 m2   
lg= (0,49 x 2) + (2,14 x 2)= 5,26m 
Uf= 1,1 W/(m2.K) 
Ug= 0.6 W/(m2.K) 
 Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
 
Uw= (Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ x lg) / Aw → 
→ Uw= (1,1 x 0,75 + 0,6 x 1,05 + 0,06 x5,26)/1,8=0,98W/(m2.K) 
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Aw= 0,9m x 1,6m= 1,44 m2       Uf= 1,1 W/(m2.K) 
Ag= 0,64m x 1,34m= 0,86 m2       Ug=0,6 W/(m2.K) 
Af= Aw - Ag=1,44m2 – 0,86m2=0,58 m2      Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
lg= (0,64 x 2) + (1,34 x 2)= 3,96  m      
 
Uw=(Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ x lg)/ Aw ; Uw=(1,1 x 0,58 + 0,6 x 0,86 + 0,06 x 3,96)/1,44=0,97W/(m2.K) 
 
Balcon door 900 x 2400mm (PVC 6 chambers tripple windows of low emissivity) 
 
 
Aw= 0,9m x 2,4m= 2,16 m2 
Ag= 0,64m x 2,14m= 1,36 m2 
Af= Aw - Ag= 2,16m2 – 1,36m2= 0,8 m2   
Lg= (0,64 x 2) + (2,14 x 2)= 5,56 m 
Uf= 1,1 W/(m2.K) 
Ug= 0,6 W/(m2.K) 
Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
 
Uw= (Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ x lg) / Aw → 

















Aw= 1,2m x 1,6m= 1,92 m2       Uf= 1,1 W/(m2.K) 
Ag= 0,94m x 1,34m= 1,25 m2       Ug= 0,6 W/(m2.K) 
Af= Aw - Ag= 1,92m2 – 1,25m2= 0,67m2      Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
lg= (0,94 x 2) + (1,34 x 2)= 4,56 m         
 
Uw=(Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ xlg) /Aw; Uw= (1,1 x 0,67 + 0,6 x 1,25 + 0,06 x 4,56)/1,92=0,92W/(m2.K) 
 








Aw= 0,6m x 0,6m= 0,36 m2       Uf= 1,1 W/(m2.K) 
Ag= 0,34m x 0,34m= 0,115 m2       Ug= 0,6 W/(m2.K) 
Af= Aw-Ag=0,36m2 – 0,115m2=0,245m2      Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
lg=(0,34 x 4)= 1,36 m        




9.3 Assessment of Energy Criterion of the Building 
2nd variant 








Ui . Ai . bx 
(W/K) 
Wall facade 1497,73 0,21 314,52 1 314,52 
Glabe Wall 500,94 0,20 100,18 1 100,18 
Roof 308,25 0,099 30,52 1 30,52 
Floor above unheated space 328,37 0,32 105,08 0,5 52,52 
Ceiling under unheated space 20,12 3,07 61,77 0,43 26,56 




    Ui . Ai . bx = 
=1228,17 
 
Influence of thermal bridges ∆HTM (W/K): 
∆HTM = ∆U · ΣAj = 0,05 x 3404,21= 170,21 W/K 
∆U  =  0,05 W/(m²K)  - in case of continuous thermal insulation layer on the external surface 
of construction 
Specific transmission heat loss HT (W/K): 
HT = Σ (Uj . Aj . bx,i) + ∆HTM = 1228,17 + 170,21= 1398,38 W/K 
Average thermal transmittance Ue,m (W/(m²K)): 
Ue,m = HT / Σ Aj = 1398,38 / 3404,21= 0,41 W/(m²K)  
 
Specific ventilation heat loss coefficient HV (W/K):      
HV = 0,264 · n · Vb = 0,264 x 0,5 x 12077,45= 1594,22 W/K 
 
Air change rate (1/h):  n = 25200 · Σ(iLV ·10-4 · l) / Vb =  
=25200 x (0,2x10-4 x 2449,2 ) / 12077,45= 0,102 1/h 
ILV = 0,2×10-4 m2/(s.Pa0,67) - for PVC windows in variants. 
l is length of gaps. 
 n=0,5 1/h is the minimal required value 
air change must be provided also by opening windows 
 
Specific heat loss H (W/K): 
H = HT + HV = 1398,38 +  1594,22 =  2992,6 W/K             
42 
 
Solar gains  Qs (kWh): 
 
Solar gains  Qs (kWh)      Isj gj Anj QSj =  Isj · 0,50 · 0,9 gj · Anj 
South 320 0,5 87,36 6289,92 
East 200 0,5 111,36 5011,2 
West 200 0,5 111,36 5011,2 
North 100 0,5 438,72 9871,2 
 
Qs = Qsj =  6289,92 + 5011,2 + 5011,2 + 9871,2= 26183,52 kW/h 
          
Internal gains Qi (kWh):   
Qi = 5 · qi · Ab =  5 x 5 x  4268,81= 106720,25 kW/h           
qi = 5  W/m2  - for residential house 
 
Total internal gains Qi + Qs (kWh): 
Qi + Qs= 26183,52 + 106720,25= 132903,77 kW/h 
 
Heat use for heating (kWh/a): 
QH = 82,1 · (HT+HV) – 0,95 · (QS+QI) = (82,1 x 2992,6) – (0,95 x 132903,77)= 119433,88 kW/h   
 
Specific heat use for heating (kWh/(m2.a)): 
QH,nd1 = QH/Ab =119433,88 / 4268,81= 27,97 kWh/(m2.a) 
 
Specific heat use for heating (kWh/(m3.a)): 
QH,nd2 = QH/Vb = 119433,88 / 12077,45= 9,88 kWh/(m3.a) 
 
Shape factor of building Ai /Vb: 
Ai /Vb = 4268,81 / 12077,45= 0,353 1/m 
 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  recommended value 





10. Variant 3 – Designed  to target recommended Values 























































































































Thermal resistance R = ∑di/λi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 = 0,011 + 0,5 + 0,017 + 6,22 + 0,0043 R =6,754 m
2.K/W  
Heat transfer 
resistance Ro = Rsi + R + Rse= 0,13 + 6,754 + 0,04 Ro = 6,924 m
2.K/W 
Thermal transmittance U = 1/Ro = 1/6,924= 0,14 W/(m2K) U = 0,14 W/(m2.K) 
 
CONDITION COMPARISON 
ASSESSMENT  target 
recommended STN 73 
0540/2012 
R ≥ Rr2 R= 6,754 m2K/W > Rr2= 6,5 m2K/W √ 
U ≤ Ur2 U= 0,14 W/(m

























































































































































Thermal resistance R=∑di/ƛi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + R6 + R7 = 0,011 + 0,095 + 0,175 + 0,5 + 0,017 + 5,778 + 0,0043 R =6,580  m
2.K/W  
Heat transfer 
resistance Ro = Rsi + R + Rse= 0,13 + 6,580 + 0,04 Ro = 6,75 m
2.K/W 
Thermal transmittance U = 1/Ro = 1/6,75= 0,148 W/(m2K) U = 0,148 W/(m2.K) 
 
CONDITION COMPARISON 
ASSESSMENT  target 
recommended STN 73 
0540/2012 
R ≥ Rr2 R= 6,580 m2K/W > Rr2= 6,5 m2K/W √ 
U ≤ Ur2 U= 0,148 W/(m






























































































































































Thermal resistance R=∑di/ƛi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + R6 + R7 = 0,011 + 0,070 + 0,11 + 1,09 + 0,071 + 8,571 + 0,0043 R = 9,926 m
2.K/W  
Heat transfer resistance Ro = Rsi + R + Rse= 0,10 + 9,926 + 0,04 Ro = 10,06 m2.K/W 
Thermal transmittance U = 1/Ro = 1/10,06= 0,09 W/(m2K) U = 0,099 W/(m2.K) 
 
CONDITION COMPARISON 
ASSESSMENT  target 
recommended STN 73 
0540/2012 
R ≥ Rr2 R= 9,926 m2K/W > Rr2= 9,9 m2K/W √ 
U ≤ Ur2 U= 0,099 W/(m
















































































































































R=∑di/ƛi=R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 R6 + R7 + R8= 
0,025 + 0,033 + 0,0047 + 0,4 + 0,082 + 0,014 + 
9,77 + 0,0043 
R =2,785 m2.K/W 
Heat transfer 









ASSESSMENT  target 
recommended STN 73 
0540/2012 
R ≥ Rr2 R= 2,785 m2K/W > Rr2= 2,6 m2K/W √ 
U ≤ Ur2 U= 0,32 W/(m2K) < Ur2= 0,35 W/(m2K) √ 
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10.1.1 Calculations of the thickness of themal insulation layers 
 
3th variant 
Wall= R + RTI ≥ RN → R + dTI / λTI ≥ RN → dTI ≥ (RN – R) x λTI  → dTI ≥ (6,5 – 0,532) x 0.045=  
= dTI ≥ 0,268 = 0,28m 
Wall (gable Wall)= R + RTI ≥ RN → R + dTI / λTI ≥ RN → dTI ≥ (RN – R) x λTI  → dTI ≥ (6,5 – 0,798) 
x 0.045 = dTI ≥ 0,256 = 0,26m 
Flat roof= R + RTI ≥ RN → R + dTI / λTI ≥ RN → dTI ≥ (RN – R) x λTI  → dTI ≥ (9,9 – 1,352) x 0.035=  
= dTI ≥ 0,299 = 0,3m 
Floor above unheated= R + RTI ≥ RN → R + dTI / λTI ≥ RN → dTI ≥ (RN – R) x λTI  → 


























10.2 3th variant for Windows: Target recommended value of thermal transmittance (0,8 
W/(m2.K)) 












Aw= 2,1m x 1,6m= 3,36 m2       Uf= 0,8 W/(m2.K) 
Ag= 1,29mx 1,34m + 0,39m x 1,34m= 2,25 m2     Ug=0,5 W/(m2.K) 
Af= Aw - Ag= 3,36m2 - 2,24m2= 1,11 m2      Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
lg=(1,34 x 4) + (1,29 x 2) + (0,39 x 2)= 8,72 m         
 
Uw=(Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ xlg) /Aw ; Uw=(0,8 x 1,11 + 0,5 x 2,25 + 0,06 x 8,72)/3,36=0,75W/(m2.K) 
 
Balcon door 750 x 2400mm  
 
 
Aw= 0,75m x 2,4m= 1,8 m2 
Ag= 0,49m x 2,14m= 1,05 m2 
Af= Aw - Ag= 1,8m2 – 1,05m2=0,75 m2   
lg= (0,49 x 2) + (2,14 x 2)= 5,26 m 
Uf= 0,8 W/(m2.K) 
Ug= 0,5 W/(m2.K) 
 Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
 
Uw= (Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ x lg) / Aw → 
→ Uw= (0,8 x 0,75 + 0,5 x 1,05 + 0,06 x 5,26)/1,8=0,8W/(m2.K) 
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Aw= 0,9m x 1,6m= 1,44 m2       Uf= 0,8 W/(m2.K) 
Ag= 0,64m x 1,34m= 0,86 m2       Ug=0,5 W/(m2.K) 
Af= Aw - Ag=1,44m2 – 0,86m2=0,58 m2      Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
lg= (0,64 x 2) + (1,34 x 2)= 3,96  m       
 
Uw=(Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ x lg)/ Aw ; Uw=(0,8 x 0,58 + 0,5 x 0,86 + 0,06 x 3,96)/1,44=0,79W/(m2.K) 
 
Balcon door 900 x 2400mm 
 
 
Aw= 0,9m x 2,4m= 2,16 m2 
Ag= 0,64m x 2,14m= 1,36 m2 
Af= Aw - Ag= 2,16m2 – 1,36m2= 0, 8m2   
Lg= (0,64 x 2) + (2,14 x 2)= 5,56 m 
Uf= 0,8 W/(m2.K) 
Ug= 0,5 W/(m2.K) 
Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
 
Uw= (Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ x lg) / Aw → 
 Uw=(0,8 x 0,8 + 0,5 x 1,36 + 0,06 x 5,56) / 2,16=0,76W/(m2.K) 
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Aw= 1,2m x 1,6m= 1,92 m2       Uf= 0,8 W/(m2.K) 
Ag= 0,94m x 1,34m= 1,25 m2       Ug= 0,5 W/(m2.K) 
Af= Aw - Ag= 1,92m2 – 1,25m2= 0,67m2      Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
lg= (0,94 x 2) + (1,34 x 2)= 4,56 m         
 
Uw=(Uf x Af + Ug x Ag + Ψ xlg) /Aw; Uw= (0,8 x 0,67 + 0,5 x 1,25 + 0,06 x 4,56)/1,92=0,78W/(m2.K) 
 








Aw= 0,6m x 0,6m= 0,36 m2       Uf= 0,8 W/(m2.K) 
Ag= 0,34m x 0,34m= 0,115 m2       Ug= 0,5 W/(m2.K) 
Af= Aw-Ag=0,36m2 – 0,115m2=0,245m2      Ψ=0,06 W/(m .K) 
lg=(0,34 x 4)= 1,36 m      




10.3 Assessment of Energy Criterion of the building 
3th variant 








Ui . Ai . bx 
(W/K) 
Wall facade 1497,73 0,14 209,68 1 209,68 
Glabe Wall 500,94 0,148 74,14 1 74,14 
Roof 308,25 0,099 30,52 1 30,52 
Floor above unheated space 328,37 0,32 105,08 0,5 52,54 
Ceiling under unheated space 20,12 3,07 61,77 0,43 26,56 




    Ui . Ai . bx = 
=970,02 
 
Influence of thermal bridges ∆HTM (W/K): 
∆HTM = ∆U · ΣAj = 0,05 x 3404,21= 170,21 W/K 
∆U  =  0,05 W/(m²K)  - in case of continuous thermal insulation layer on the external surface 
of construction 
Specific transmission heat loss HT (W/K): 
HT = Σ (Uj . Aj . bx,i) + ∆HTM = 970,02 + 170,21= 1140,23 W/K 
Average thermal transmittance Ue,m (W/(m²K)): 
Ue,m = HT / Σ Aj = 1140,23 / 3404,21= 0,335 W/(m²K)  
 
Specific ventilation heat loss coefficient Hv (W/K):      
HV = 0,264 · n · Vb = 0,264 x 0,5 x 12077,45= 1594,22 W/K 
 
Air change rate (1/h):  n = 25200 · Σ(iLV ·10-4 · l) / Vb =  
=25200 x (0,2x10-4 x 2449,2 ) / 12077,45= 0,102 1/h 
ILV = 0,2×10-4 m2/(s.Pa0,67) - for PVC windows in variants. 
l is length of gaps. 
 n=0,5 1/h is the minimal required value 
air change must be provided also by opening windows 
 
Specific heat loss H (W/K): 
H = HT + HV = 1140,23+  1594,22 =  2734,45 W/K             
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Solar gains  Qs (kWh): 
 
Solar gains  Qs (kWh)      Isj gj Anj QSj =  Isj · 0,50 · 0,9 gj · Anj 
South 320 0,5 87,36 6289,92 
East 200 0,5 111,36 5011,2 
West 200 0,5 111,36 5011,2 
North 100 0,5 438,72 9871,2 
 
QS = Qsj =  6289,92 + 5011,2 + 5011,2 + 9871,2= 26183,52 kW/h 
          
Internal gains Qi (kWh):   
Qi = 5 · qi · Ab =  5 x 5 x  4268,81= 106720,25 kW/h           
qi = 5  W/m2  - for residential house 
 
Total internal gains Qi + Qs (kWh): 
Qi + Qs= 26183,52 + 106720,25= 132903,77 kW/h 
 
Heat use for heating (kWh/a): 
QH = 82,1 · (HT+HV) – 0,95 · (QS+QI) = (82,1 x 2734,45) – (0,95 x 132903,77)= 98239,76 kW/h   
 
Specific heat use for heating (kWh/(m2.a)): 
QH,nd1 = QH/Ab =98239,76 / 4268,81= 23,01 kWh/(m2.a) 
 
Specific heat use for heating (kWh/(m3.a)): 
QH,nd2 = QH/Vb = 98239,76 / 12077,45= 8,13 kWh/(m3.a) 
 
Shape factor of building Ai /Vb: 
Ai /Vb = 4268,81 / 12077,45= 0,353 1/m 
 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  target recommended value 






In this thesis a thermal assessment of residential house of type ZT was done. The 
residential house was solved in original state and in three variants of renewal. 
In original state, the envelope constructions of the building do not meet requirements of 
the standard STN 73 0540-2:2012 on normalized values of thermal resistance and thermal 
transmittance. The building does not meet the requirements of the standard STN 73 0540-
2:2012 on normalized values from the point of view of energy criterion (heat use for heating) 
and energy performance of building. The comparison of calculated and normalized values is 
given in tables below. 
 
Original state 
Average value of thermal transmittance 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  normalized value 
Ue,m ≤ Ue,mN Ue,m = 1,57 W/(m2.K)  > Ue,mN = 0,55 W/(m2.K)   X 
 
Heat use for heating 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  normalized value 
QH,nd1 ≤ QH,nd,N QH,nd1 =121,23 kWh/(m2.a)> QH,nd,N = 53,76 kWh/(m2.a) X 
 
Demostration of energy performance of buildings 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  normalized value 
QH,nd1 ≤ QN,EP QH,nd1 =121,23 kWh/(m2.a)> QH,nd,N = 50 kWh/(m2.a) X 
 
In the first variant, to meet the requirements of the standard for normalized values the 
additional thermal insulation from mineral wool of the thickness of 120 mm was designed on the 
wall (facade) and the additional thermal insulation from mineral wool of the thickness of 100 mm 
was designed on the gable wall, on the roof the thermal insulation from polystyrene of the 
thickness of 140 mm was added and on the floor above unheated space a thermal insulation 
from mineral wool of the thickness of 10 mm was added. After putting additional thermal 
insulations the mentioned envelope constructions met the requirements of the standard STN 73 
0540-2:2012 on normalized values. The building also met the requirements of the standard STN 
73 0540-2:2012 on normalized value of heat use for heating (energy criterion) and energy 




Average value of thermal transmittance 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  normalized value 




Heat use for heating 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  normalized value 
QH,nd1 ≤ QH,nd,N QH,nd1 =30,35 kWh/(m2.a)< QH,nd,N = 53,76 kWh/(m2.a) √ 
 
Demostration of energy performance of buildings 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  normalized value 
QH,nd1 ≤ QN,EP QH,nd1 =30,35 kWh/(m2.a)< QH,nd,N = 50 kWh/(m2.a) √ 
 
 
In the second variant, to meet the requirements of the standard for recommended 
values the additional thermal insulation from mineral wool of the thickness of 180 mm was 
designed on the wall (facade) and the additional thermal insulation from mineral wool of the 
thickness of 180 mm was designed on the gable wall, on the roof the thermal insulation from 
polystyrene of the thickness of 300 mm was added and on the floor above unheated space a 
thermal insulation from mineral wool of the thickness of 100 mm was added. After putting 
additional thermal insulations the mentioned envelope constructions met the requirements of 
the standard STN 73 0540-2:2012 on recommended values. The building also met the 
requirements of the standard STN 73 0540-2:2012 on recommended value of heat use for 
heating (energy criterion) and energy performance of building. The comparison of calculated 
and recommended values is given in tables below. 
 
2nd variant 
Average value of thermal transmittance 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  recommended value 
Ue,m ≤ Ue,mN Ue,m = 0,41 W/(m2.K)  < Ue,mN = 0,36 W/(m2.K)   X 
 
Heat use for heating 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  recommended value 
QH,nd1 ≤ QH,nd,r1 QH,nd1 =27,97 kWh/(m2.a)< QH,nd,N = 26,88 kWh/(m2.a) X 
 
Demostration of energy performance of buildings 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  recommended value 
QH,nd1 ≤ Qr1,EP QH,nd1 =27,97 kWh/(m2.a) > QH,nd,N = 25 kWh/(m2.a) X 
 
 
In the third variant, to meet the requirements of the standard for target recommended 
values the additional thermal insulation from mineral wool of the thickness of 280 mm was 
designed on the wall (facade) and the additional thermal insulation from mineral wool of the 
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thickness of 260 mm was designed on the gable wall, on the roof the thermal insulation from 
polystyrene of the thickness of 300 mm was added and on the floor above unheated space a 
thermal insulation from mineral wool of the thickness of 100 mm was added. After putting 
additional thermal insulations the mentioned envelope constructions met the requirements of 
the standard STN 73 0540-2:2012 on target recommended values. The building also met the 
requirements of the standard STN 73 0540-2:2012 on target recommended value of heat use 
for heating (energy criterion) and energy performance of building. The comparison of calculated 
and target recommended values is given in tables below. 
 
3th variant 
Average value of thermal transmittance 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  target recommended value 
Ue,m ≤ Ue,mN Ue,m = 0,33 W/(m2.K)  < Ue,mN = 0,24 W/(m2.K)   X 
 
Heat use for heating 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  target recommended value 
QH,nd1 ≤ QH,nd,r1 QH,nd1 =23,01 kWh/(m2.a)< QH,nd,N = 13,44 kWh/(m2.a) X 
 
Demostration of energy performance of buildings 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  target recommended value 
QH,nd1 ≤ Qr1,EP QH,nd1 =23,01 kWh/(m2.a) > QH,nd,N = 12,5 kWh/(m2.a) X 
 
As for the windows, the old wooden ones were replaced for with news windows of PVC 
with double glass  also triple glass  to accomplish with values of thermal transmittance from the 
standard STN 73 0540-2:2012. The comparison of calculated and recommended values, also 
as for recommended values and target recommended is given in tables below. 
  
Average thermal transmittance of windows 1st variant 
U= ∑(Aw x Uw) / ∑Aw= 996,40 / 748,8 = 1,330 W/(m2.K) 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  normalized value 
U ≤ UN U= 1,330m2K/W < UN= 1,4 m2K/W √ 
 
Average thermal transmittance of windows 2nd variant: 
U= ∑(Aw x Uw) / ∑Aw= 705,18 / 748,8 = 0,941 W/(m2.K) 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  recommended value 




Average thermal transmittance of windows 3th variant: 
U= ∑(Aw x Uw) / ∑Aw= 576,76 / 748,8 = 0,770 W/(m2.K) 
CONDITION COMPARISON ASSESSMENT  target recommended value 
U ≤ UN U= 0,770m2K/W < UN= 0,8 m2K/W √ 
 
 
Heat use for Heating 
The next table represents the amount of heat use for heating the building in his original state as 
the 3 variants. It is visible that there is a significant difference of heat use for heating between 
the original state and the variants due to the additional thermal insulation used in each variant 
and also a replacement of the old wooden windows with new windows of PVC. In the original 
state it use 121,23 kWh/(m2.a) of heat, in the first variant use 30,35 kWh/(m2.a), the second 
variant 27,97 kWh/(m2.a) and the third variant 23,01 kWh/(m2.a). So, that means that there is a 
difference between the original state and the first variant of 90,88 kWh/(m2.a), 93,26 kWh/(m2.a) 
between the second variant and 98,22 kWh/(m2.a). Seeing this numbers, it is highly 
recommended to do a additional thermal insulation on the building because it can save a quite 
























Saving of heat used  for heating 
The next table represents the percentage of saving of heat use for heating of each variant in 
compare with the original state of the building. It is clearly a big percentatge of saving due to the 
additional thermal insulation and the replacement of the old wooden windows for new ones of 
PVC. In the first variant, we win 74,96% of heat used for heating from the original state, as for 
the second variant, 76,93% and in the third variant, 81,02%. As we can see, the third variant is 
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